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Head Coach Felisha Legette-Jack: 
 
“It’s truly an honor to be a part of this great progress here for this women’s basketball 
program in the NCAA (Tournament). I’m just really excited because I look in the back 
and I see my college coach (Barbara Jacobs) and it’s the first time I’ve been in a press 
conference and she has been here. She has been e-mailing with me and has been a 
second mom for a very long time. To have her is just really exciting. She reminded me 
who she works for (American Athletic Conference) and she is compartmentalizing her 
love for me right now. It’s just really fun to be here. We’re not going to not have fun 
and we’re going to be excited in the process of Buffalo; to be a part of this one of 64. 
It’s a testament to the hard work these ladies have demonstrated throughout the year. 
It hasn’t happened since 1996 that we have had an at-large bid for our conference. To 
see the progress we’ve made, it gives credit to Ricky (Stokes) and what he has done 
with the MAC has done and how it has pushed us to the forefront. To be a part of 
Buffalo and to see what our men’s team has done last night, it’s just invigorating us to 
play with more vigor and enthusiasm and to continue to bring more enthusiasm to 
Buffalo.” 
 
On the men’s upset against Arizona and the momentum it gives to them: 
 
“I watched the entire game and loved the defensive side of the ball. A lot of people see 
15-30 from three and you see the unbelievable opportunities offensively that they 
did, but when Davonta (Jordan) smacked that floor after reaching for that ball out of 
bounds and he didn’t get it and he demonstrated how disappointed to the floor he 
was, it inspired me. If he can be that inspired to the floor, imagine the person he is 
going to defend for the rest of the game. To me, I thought that was a deciding factor. 



What I loved about what they did, they never looked different. They made some 
mistakes, they did stuff well, they had a locked in energy and it’s a testament to what 
we all have been doing this summer. We have been working our tails off with the 
weight room guys, we’ve been getting up early and doing this together. I’ve been 
rooting for Nate (Oats) and he’s been rooting for me. I texted him at 1 a.m. and thought 
this guy was going to text me some time tomorrow. At 1:41 a.m. he texted me back 
and said ‘Let’s keep doing what we’re doing. Don’t get excited about all of the stuff 
around us. Let’s quiet the noise and let’s continue our journey.’ I really respect that. 
It’s a lot of fun, it’s a big state, but it’s just a game of basketball. You put your jersey 
on, I got to put mine on, it goes up in the air and it’s your heart. He (Nate Oats) 
reminded me of it last night and I’ll take that with us moving forward.” 
 
On the keys against to stopping USF:  
 
“I like the way they play. They are a great team and Jose (Fernandez) has done a 
tremendous job. Incrementally, every year, he continues to get his team better and 
better and better. He just wants players to come to South Florida and coach them. 
They just so happen to be from all over the world and I get that because we have done 
the same thing. I think they can shoot that thing. They’re tough; he’s tough too, so they 
follow their coach. It’s going to be a great game and I’ll tell you, they’re going to be 
stubborn about letting us win and we are certainly not going to move over and let 
them have it either. I think we can shoot the ball pretty well too. It’s going to be a 
battle of the defense and who’s going to be able to play defense for 40 minutes. That’s 
what we’ve been standing for all season and coming from the MAC Tournament 
where we had to play Central Michigan, I think they are very similar to South Florida. 
I think they play the game the same kind of way, very finesse and offensive minded. 
They play some stubborn defense as well. We’re not going to be shocked by that kind 
of play because we just left it. It’s going to be interesting how we handle the first five 
minutes of the game. That’s going to be important because they have been here over 
and over and over again and this is her (Cassier Oursler) third time here. It’s going to 
be important to set the tone the first five minutes and it’s going to be interesting to 
see who sets it first.”  
 
On an at-large bid and the program development:  
 
“We practice all year to play against the best in the country and you want to play as 
long as you can. I really thought this team was going to be special in the summer 
because no matter what we did, they responded. I thought this team was really 
equipped going to the distance. I shared with them; coming from the MAC is a one-
team conference. In order for it to be a possibility (to make the NCAA Tournament) 
we have to win it all. We positioned ourselves to try and win it all by learning how to 
win through the process. It’s a long season. It’s two semesters and for people like 
UCONN, Notre Dame and Louisville, it’s a three-semester season because they go all 
the way into April and it’s really exciting to see that. Just some of the players that 
have done well and won games already on the men’s side and how exciting they 
have been, and saying ‘Oh, I see myself, I wander if, I hope I could and if the time 



ever comes’, our young ladies have that same desire. They think the same way. The 
dream, they hope and they talk. They the pillow talk with their teammates of ‘I hope 
I can get this opportunity’, and now it’s here. We’re an at-large bid and they did the 
work. Now it’s time for us to be excited about, be humble about it, but be hungry 
about it. Now, this stage isn’t really about just winning the game, and the next game, 
and the next game, and the next game.  It’s about our story and what’s important to 
us. It’s about talking about things outside of winning basketball games. What we are 
finding out about these young ladies here, they are amazing student-athletes that 
stand for high character that are doctors, communication majors and pharmacists 
that came form single parents and they bought into the system by continuing on. 
That’s what this is all about for this team. It’s a little different for a lot of teams. I just 
love that if you get an opportunity to get to know these young ladies, beyond Cierra 
Dillard being one of these best players to ever come through that door (at Buffalo), 
as well as Stephanie (Reid) and Cassie (Oursler), they are great people and I am so 
privileged to be their coach because I get to learn everything about those young 
ladies. They are so special.” 
 
On the stress of waiting for an at-large bid: 
 
“It’s very stressful because we have done the work, everything of why we should be 
in, you throw it out the window. It’s been a consistency of 10 to 12 years that one 
team goes on. I told the young ladies to resolve themselves that we are going to 
continue to play, but we don’t know where and if it’s going to be on this stage. To see 
our name come up, it’s just an honor and a privilege to represent something like the 
NCAA. There are a lot of things going on but we are very excited about this moment. 
To see what this team has done, to see what the local people have done in our area 
like St. Bonaventure, I just think western New York is alive and well. The MAC is a 
force to be reckoning with now. Now you are getting a little bit more exposed to the 
MAC and the coaching in our conference, you’re going to be hard pressed not to 
allow more to come in consistently.” 
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Buffalo Media Day Player Quotes 
 
Senior Center Cassie Oursler: 
On the impact of the Buffalo Men’s performance: 
“We stayed up late enough to see their defense come out and pound Arizona. It was 
incredible to watch and it just goes to show no matter your seed or conference you can make 
an impact in the NCAA Tournament. The amount of support they are getting from Buffalo is 
empowering and now it’s our turn.”   
 
On the importance of quieting the noise and the advantages of NCAA Tournament 
experience:  
“It is our second time here so it’s not like we haven’t been here before. It’s a whole new 
experience as we are a different seed number playing a different seed number, so I think we 
have prepared differently. It is our last year and it could potentially be our last game, so we 
are just out here to give it our all and enjoy it.”  
 
Junior Guard Cierra Dillard:  
On the impact of the Buffalo men’s performance: 
“It’s awesome to know that with the word Buffalo on your chest you can do anything you 
want and seeing the willpower and determination the guys had and that they came to play 
against Arizona. They showed up like they had all season long and it really payed off.”  
 
On the importance of treating this just like another game: 
“I believe our coaching staff has done an unbelievable job by treating this just like another 
game. We played teams like St. Johns, Nebraska, and Clemson, so that has helped prepare us 
for these types of games. We are very appreciative to be one of the 64 teams in the NCAA 
Tournament, so I’m just going to be blessed to get to play another game with my teammates. 
I have two teammates here and twelve others that have done an unbelievable job staying in 
the foxhole and we look forward to this opportunity.” 
 



 
Senior Guard Stephanie Reid: 
On the impact of the Buffalo Men’s performance: 
“The guys seemed to put it away in the fourth so it gave us a bit of extra bedtime, but they 
came out inspired and that’s something we know we have to do tomorrow. The defense gave 
them so much energy and it was good to see the willpower they played with and now we 
have to take from that and bring it tomorrow.” 
 
On the importance of quieting the noise and the advantages of the NCAA experience:  
“Playing in the tournament before has given us the opportunity to experience the excitement 
and the nerves of playing in the NCAA Tournament. We got it out of our system because when 
we came two years ago we were excited and nervous, but now this year we come in with a 
competitive edge. We are really here to perform on this stage, and the experience of being 
here before really gives us that edge.”  
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